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By H. CiLAUER'r, of tho R.A.K 

Ilrports unrl illcmomnda, No. G!37. ,June, HHU. 

St:MMARY.---(a) !ntroductnry.-Rcport R. & M. 527 contains a 
mat!wmatica! trcatmen t: of the problem by Mr. A. Berry, based on rather 
simp!'~ ~1ssnmptions, the conclusion reached being that the whole journey 
should be made at a certain best attitude. 

(b) Ra11ge of investigation.-The present analysis is confined to the case 
of level flight, but is based on assumptions which approximate closely to 
the actual conditions. An attempt is also made to obtain the necessary 
morlif;cations v:hen the wind velocity is taken into account. 

\C) Cnnclztsions.-The general result _of the analysis is to confir111_ 
Mr. Bcrrv's conclusion that there is a best attitude which should be 
maintained throughout t.he flight. It is also advantageous to fly at as 
great a height as possihle, to secure maximum range for a given load 
of fuel. 

L Introduction.--.Early in 1918 Mr. A. Berry issued a rer.urt 
(R. & M. G27) dealing \Vith the best conditions of flight to obtain 
a. maximum mugc with a, given supply of fuel. The problem was 
snbjPcted to ;:igorous mathemnticn1 analysis, but was based on 
simple ~tsf'mmptions which in some respects did not approximate 
very dosely to ihe nctnnJ conditions. The general conclusion 
nthtint~d waR that it is best to fly at a certain attitude with the 
onginc all ont., thus climbing continually on account of tho gradual 
lo,,s of. weight. If n Jirnit be placed on ~he height, the aeroplane =iR 
slwn]d climb "rtll out " to this height and then fly level at the 
sam0 ,tttitudc hy throttling the engine. 

The present report is nn attempt to deal with the problem on 
more rigorous nRsumptions. The discussion is confined mainly to 
the C'nse of level fli_Q'bt;, and conclusions arc reached which are in 
g:pncral agrccmC'nt -with ::vrr. Berrv's rer:;nlts. If either of two 
~inqde npr)roximat.ions to the cr.gi{ie horse-po·wer curve be taken 
it is :found that. t.hcre is <t oest attitude at which the aeroplane 
shou] r1. hn flown throughout the journey. Also for a given total 
tond it. is n,(lyn,ntn,gcous to fly as lligh as possible, both to increase 
Lhe rnnge and to ·rlecrcn.se the time of the journey. - . 

( 84 ();jS) Wt. GI):!S--120. 122,5, 2/20. Qp. 32. 
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2. Assumptions.—The airscrew characteristics are assumed to 
be of the form suggested by Mr. L. Bairstow and Lieut. J. D, 
Coales (R. & M. 474).    Thus we write :— 

fcr = AT (1 - X2) 
kQ — AQ (a — Xs) 

where J   = V jnD 

X  =J/J, 
a   = 1-325 

and J0 is the value of J for zero thrust. 

In accordance with various model tests on the interference 
between the airscrew and fuselage of an aeroplane, it is assumed 
that the incieased drag of the structure due to the airscrew's 
slipstream is proportional to the thrust and may be absorbed into 
the thrust coefficient of the airscrew. The constant AT is therefore 
assumed to be chosen so as to include this slipstream correction. 

For the engine unit, write 
P — engine power in ft .lbs. per sec. at revs, n, 

k — fuel consumption in lbs. per ft .lb.» 

4> = law of variation of power with height, 

and assume that, when throttled, the power falls off by the factor 
{i2 at the same revolutions n and that the fuel consumption per 
ft.lb. increases to k ly.. This assumption is made to allow for 
the less efficient working of the engine on throttle and represent-- 

the type of variation which actually occurs. In the case of any 
particular engine, for which the necessary data are available, the 
assumption should be suitably modified. The quantity (x is a 
variable representing the extent to which the engine is throttled, 
and its value must be between zero and unity. 

3. Conditions of level flight.- In the case of a long flight, it is 
customary to choose some suitable height and to maintain this 
level throughout the journey. The initial climb and the final 
glide are then relatively unimportant, and it becomes important 
to examine the best method of conducting the level flight. The 
choice of the height and of the total weight is also of importance. 

Consider an aeroplane with N engines, all working under the 
same conditions. Then, with the usual notation, the equations 
for level flight are 

<£(iäP = 2r:Au (a - X3) f«3I)6 

JtLpSV» = W 

fc„pSVs =NAT(1 -Xs) pjrl)* 

<f\V 
M '' 

Nk^xP 



These equations can be simplified considerably by the intro- 
duction of the following subsidiary variables and constants. 
Write 

ttf* = W/pSD2J0
2 

BT = SJ0
2/ND2AT 

Bu=^/2TcpD»AQ 

K   =27tN/tD2Ag/SJ.s .        .       (3) 
X      — l\ 

y    = 1 + BT kD 

F(») =P/n3 

I    = distance travelled 

It should be noted that B r and K are constants, Bu is propor- 
tional to cf> ja and normally decreases with the density, but is 
constant if the engine power varies directly as the density, w is 
proportional to y/W/T, while x and y depend only on the attitude 
of the aeroplane. 

Equations (2) now become 

r-y = 1 

n = wy/yjx 
a - Xs = Bqji»F(n) I*) 

!  d\\       2 dw K 
W d: 10  d^ 

{BuV*'*(ay*<*- l)F(n)} 

4. Minimum fuel consumption.—It is now possible to determine 
the conditions of level flight at any height to obtain the minimum 

fuel consumption per mile.   The condition is that   .„ shall be a 

maximum,  since  the  quantity is  essentially negative,  and we 
derive 

or 

1 3 I dy | a i/3 -    \         1  d¥ n /1 dy 1 
X ~ A[y dx I ]  a ys - - 1 |    ' 2F dn 2 \y dx X 

x dy " dn   ' ** 
y dx 3F             /  „         d¥\ 

4- (6F   \   n        ) 
a i/3 -    - 1       \                dn J 

which can be written in the form 

Ä40'.« 

Xf/t/ (//! («  P) 

3P 1    d 
«y» « - 1  "'" M8 dn 

(a'P) 
(5) 

»37 
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Since n2 is proportional to W ja, the best attitude as determined 
by this equation will normally depend on the total weight and on 
the height. This general form is very complicated to work with 
in practice, but simple forms of P can be chosen which may be 
expected to lead to satisfactory results. In the first place it is 
to be noted that an excellent approximation to the power curve 
of any modern engines is obtained in the form 

P == B» - (A + O2) 

and this form leads to the condition 

x dy _ (a y* '2 - 1) (2Bn — A - 3 C »*) 
y dx ~ 3 a ?/' °- (B?i - A - Cn2) + (o if - --I) (Bn - 2 C n*) 

This result can be further simplified by taking the two approxi- 
mations : (a) P = A, (b) P = B«. Neither of these simple cases 
are good approximations except over a small range of r.p.m. 
They have, however, the advantage that they are simple forms 
to use in analysis and that the actual power curve will at all 
points lie between these two limiting cases. 

Equation (5) now simplifies to 

i  = A.     .   =    .,.,„• • •      (•>«) y dx        .5 a y3 - 

P = B,,Ij^2<"C.S",1)      •        •     <•-"') y dx       4 a y*'- — 1 

and in these simple cases the best attitude of level flight is inde- 
pendent of the total weight and of the height. It is probable, 
therefore, that if the actual form of P for any engine be substituted 
it: equation (5), the solution will also be approximately independent 
<»f fliese two variables. 

To obtain the variation of the rate of fuel consumption with 
weight and height, we note that in the two simple eases 

W d\ \    «3   J[ ' 

and so derive the results 

1  ,/W 
1'      A,   ...   ,,   varies a 

\>   «^ 

„       ,       1   d\\ /4>\ 
i        On, ...    .„   varies as I , 

\\   a z, \ \\ 

la each case the rate of fuel consumption expressed as a 
fraction of the total weight decreases as the height cr the weight 
increases. These two conditions, however, are in Opposition. 
For a given total load it is advantageous to fly as high as possible, 
but (lie maximum height attainable decreases as the weight 
increases. If we assume as a rough approximation that the 
engine power varies as the density, i.e., that <t> = 0, the value of n 
at the ceiling will be pro[K>rtional to the total weight W. since 



equations (4) indicate that w will be constant. This assumes that 
the flight is made at the best attitude and that the only modifica- 
tion to the aeroplane is in the load carried. In practice it might 
be found advantageous to make corresponding changes in the 
wing area and in the propeller characteristic^, but the present 
discussion is confined to determining the best load to be carried 
in an aeroplane whose other characteristics are already fixed. It 
follows for this type of variation that the percentage rate of fuel 
consumption is independent of the load carried. The lighter 
aeroplane will fly at a slower indicated speed an I at a greater 
height, and these two factors will compensate, so that the true 
speed is unaltered. These considerations show that, from the 
point of view of economical flying, the load carried is unimportant, 
but it is essential that the aeroplane shall fly at its best attitude 
as determined by equation (5) and at the greatest possible height. 
It follows also that the weight per horse power of the aeroplane 
should be chosen to give as low a ceiling as is compatible with 
the other conditions, such as safety. 

5. Level flight at constant attitude.- For a long flight it is not 
necessarily advantageous to fly at each instant in such a manner 
that the rate of fuel consumption is a minimum. The previous 
analysis has dealt only with this latter point and it is now necessary 
to deal with the more general problem. It has been shown above 
that, in the case of two simple forms of the power curve 1\ the 
best attitude is independent of the weight. This suggests the 
investigation of the case where the whole flight is made at a con- 
stant attitude and at a constant height. Jt will then be possible 
to determine the attitude which will give the maximum range for 
a certain amount of fuel. 

Returning to equations (4) we note that x, y, and >. are 
constant, while n, w, and u. vary. It follows that the total range 
for a reduction in weight from W, to Ws can be determined by 
the equation 

Kyi*,,- * j'"1      <In 

where /i, and »., are the initial and final values of n, and depend 
on the values of W, and Wo respectively. 

Now introduce a subsidiary function y, defined by the differ- 
ential equation 

r/y t ,, 
dn      n \ F(K)       \ P 

and we obtain 

K\ H, s :>'(,>, - y2) 



The condition for maximum range with a given load of fuel, 
or for minimum fuel consumption for a given range and a given 
initial or final load, can now be expressed as 

4- 
dn/l       \   dn/2  \y dx        )   Jlf 

<J>\ —• <j>2 %x * y dx 
1 4- 

a y*'0-    ] 

2(a,v3's- 1) + 

which can be reduced to the form 
2(ay»'« - 1) +    " 1\   dn)\ " \   dnj2) 

to the form 

x <fy _ _\     da Wl   _V_rf« "W2 

dnn3Jl       \"  dnn3j2i       2 ay312— 1 

(9) 

This formula corresponds to equation (5) derived above, and 
both are subject to the limiting condition that level flight at the 
attitude so determined is possible at the height chosen. In other 
words, for a given weight the maximum height, at which level 
flight of this nature is possible, must be determined from equations 
(■4) by the condition that y. never exceeds unity (engine all out). 

In general, equation (9) will have a solution differing from 
that of equation (5). It can be shewn, however, that the two 
formula) are identical if P is of the form n' where r has any value 
other than 3. Thus for the two simple cases previously considered, 
the attitudes determined by equation (!>) are those already given 
by equations (5a) and (56). »Since the actual power curve lies 
within the limits of these two simple cases, the error due to adopting 
a similar conclusion in the general case will probably be small. 

Ü. Effect of wind.- So far the aeroplane has been considered 
to be flying in still air, and important modifications to the analysis 
are necessary when the wind velocity is taken into account. 
Divide the wind velocity into two components- a head wind Yh 

and a cross wind V*f.    Also write 

V, - H).J„ 
\\ - «DJ 

Then the velocity of the aeroplane along its path is 

or V 
, v »* - y r-       \ y ir] 

The expression for given in equations (4) must be divided 

by the ratio of this velocity to V in order to obtain the modified 
form.     Proceeding  as  before  we derive  the comlition for the 
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minimum rate of fuel consumption at any instant, and it reduces 
to the equation 

y dx [af* - 1 + n2 dn (n nj ~ dn(n ^ 

= 2P ^y u*T*i~—_Y&) + y v1 .    (10) 
Vj/ M2 (w2 — i/ fl2j -f «/1>* — n2 

This condition replaces (5) for deciding the best attitude of level 
flight. If the head and cross winds are considered separately and 
if the simple forms are assumed for P, the following results are 
obtained :— 

(1) head wind only 
x d 
y d 
x dy       2(ay3'2- 1) V - 2 Vh 

x dy       ays*-l V - 3 V» 
r~A'    y dx ~      Say        V - VA 

P ~ Bn' y dx ~"  4 ay* 2 - 1   V - V, 
(2) cross wind only 

x d 
y dx '      3 ay3 -    V2 - Ve« 

P_A   * <*y _ «y32- l v2-3V« 

zdj, _   2(a^2-l) V2-2VC
2 

~      ' y dr ~   4 a if ■ - 1     V2 - Vr
2 

Both for a head wind and for a cross wind the effect is to make 
a smaller value of x desirable, and this corresponds to a higher 
speed. In each case the attitude now depends on the weight, 
since the speed at any definite attitude falls off with the weight 
during a long flight. In consequence it is no longer true that the 
attitude should be maintained constant, and the nature of the 
variation may be derived from the conditions given above. It 
should be noted in this connection that a cross wind has a relatively 
small effect compared with a head or following wind of the same 
velocity. 

7. General conclusions.—The problem discussed in the present 
paper is that of determining the best method of flying an aeroplane 
whose aerodynamic constants and airscrew characteristics are 
fixed, the variables being the speed, total load and altitude at 
which the journey is made. Modifications to the aeroplane 
structure or airscrew form are not considered. 

The analysis has been confined to the case of level flight, but 
this is the most important aspect of the problem since on a long 
flight the greatest part of the journey will probably be made at 
a height chosen from the following considerations :— 

(1) a certain minimum height, say 5,000 ft., is desirable to 
allow a reasonably large area for landing in case of 
engine failure ; 

(2) an upper limit will be placed on the height by considera- 
tions of the comfort of the pilot and passengers ; 
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(3) on particular routes the height may be decided by 
meteorological conditions, such as the direction and 
velocity of the prevailing winds. 

To obtain maximum range or minimum fuel consumption in 
still air, the aeroplane should be flown at a definite attitude which is 
almost independent of the load carried and of the height. The 
most advantageous loading of the aeroplane will be such that the 
chosen height for the journey is the greatest height at which the 
aeroplane can fly level at this attitude. Owing to the gradual 
decrease in total weight owing to fuel consumption this maximum 
height will increase during the course of the journey, and it would 
appear to be better to allow the aeroplane to climb slowly on this 
account, rather than to maintain the initial height by throttling 
the engine. 

These conclusions are in good agreement with those obtained 
by Mr. Berry, that it is best to fly at a certain attitude with the 
engine all out, but the above analysis indicates a certain increased 
range if the journey is made at a great height. 

It should be noted also that the design of the aeroplane can 
be modified to suit the conditions indicated by the analysis. In 
particular the advance per revolution is constant for level flight 
at a definite attitude and the airscrew can therefore be designed 
to give its maximum efficiency throughout the flight instead of 
at top speed as usually occurs. 

■.-..•*!    tvi.T» the tuihorttf of Hi» Mijutt > S?«rtoan\ Orfnr 
By Sir Jut«ph CautttMi A S.»ns. Llauud. 9, t»*tcb«j.. Locuiuti, EC  j 


